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The reactions of F + H2, HD and D2 were studied in 
high resolution crossed molecular beams experiment s. 
Center-of-mass translational energy and angular 
distributions were determined for each product 
vibrational state. In the F + H2 react ion, the v=3 
produc t showed intense forward scattering while the 
v=2 product was backward-peaked. These results, in 
contrast to the backward scattering .Qf all DF produc t 
vibrational states from F + D2 at the same collision 
energy, suggest that dynamical resonances play an 
important role in the reaction dynamics of this 
system. In the F + HD reaction, the strong forward 
scattering of HF products and backward scattering of 
DF products is in agreement with the predict ion of a 
stronger resonance effect for HF formation. The 
effect of the H2 rotational excitation and the 
reactivity of F( 2PI/2) are also discussed. 

Understanding the potential energy surface governing the formation 
and destruction of chemical bonds during a chemical reaction 
continues to be an important goal of experimental reaction 
dynamics. The region of the potential energy surface near the 
trans~t~on state, or strong coupling region, critically influences 
many of the observable features of a chemical reaction but has, in 
general, proved inaccessible to direct study. One approach to 
solving this problem has been to develop ~ncreasingly 

state-selective techniques with the ultimate goal of obtaining 
state-to-state rate constants for chemical reactions. Although the 
results of these experiments certainly reflect the properties of the 
strong coupling region, it is difficult, working backwards, to 
derive quantitative information about the structure of the potential 
energy surface near the transition state. . Another method which is, 
in principle, more direct involves probing the transition state by 

lCurrent address: Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706. 
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photon absorption and em1SS10n 
spectra obtained from this 
transitions between two unknown 

(~). However, the continuous 
technique represent electronic 

surfaces and are therefore difficult 
to interpret. 

A more prom1s1ng method is suggested by quantum mechanical 
scattering calculations on several elementary chemical reactions 
(3-5). Ca lculations of the energy dependence of reaction cross 
sections predict the existence of resonances ar1s1ng from 
quasi-bound states in the strong coupling region (6-8). The nature 
of these resonances is very sensitive to the detailed structure of 
the potential energy surface 1n this region (9-10). The 
experimental observation of reactive resonances shou~herefore 
provide a far more sensitive probe of the strong coupling region 
than has previously been available. Resonances appear to be most 
prominent in hydrogen transfer reactions, and the two most 
thoroughly studied examples are the H + H2 (3) and F + HZ (4-5) 
reactions. Of these two, the F + HZ reaction -is considerably more 
amenable to experimental investigation. We have performed a high 
resolution crossed molecular beam study of this react ion 1n an 
attempt to observe resonance effects in reactive scattering. 

In light of previous experimental and theoretical work on the 
F + H2 reaction, it can be seen why an experiment of this 
complexity is necessary in order to observe dynamic resonances in 
this reaction. The energetics for this reaction and its isotopic 
variants are displayed in Figure 1. Chemical laser (11) and 
infrared chemiluminescence (12) studies have shown that the HF 
product vibrational distribution is highly inverted, with most of 
the population in v=z and v=3. A previous crossed molecular beam 
study of the F + D2 react ion showed predominantly back-scatte·red 
DF product (13). These observations were combined with the 
temperature dependence of the rate constants from an early kinetics 
experiment (14) in the derivation of the semiempirical Muckerman 5 
(MS) potential energy surface (15) using classical trajectory 
methods. Although an ab initio surface has been calculated (16), M5 
has been the most widely used surface for the F + Hi reaction over 
the last several years. !. 

Co llinear quantal calculations on MS show sharp resonances in 
the reaction probability as a function of collision energy (5-6). 
The resonance energies have been shown to correspond to the energies 
of quasi-bound FH2 states (6,8). The resonance widths are 
typically 0.01 eV, indicating that the lifetime of. the quasi-bound 
states is on the order of several vibrational periods. Only the 
lowest energy resonance is readily accessible in our experiment; on 
the M5 potentia 1 energy surface, this decays exclusively to HF(v=Z) 
product. 

The collinear results imply that resonances might be observed 
in an experiment which measures the energy dependence of the total 
reaction cross section, but three-dimensional quanta'l calculations 
(17,18) on F + H2 show that this approach will not succeed. These 
calculations reveal no sharp structure in the reaction cross section 
as a function of collision energy, a result which can be understood 
by considering the effects of angular momentum. The orbital angular 
momentum, L, of the reactants becomes rotational angular momentum of 
the FH2 quasi-bound state. If Eo is the energy of a non
rotating quasi-bound state, then at approximately Eo + BL(L+l), a 
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rotating quasi-bound state can be formed by a collision of orbital 
angular momentum Lft, where B is an appropriate rotational constant 
for the quasi-bound state. Consequently, as the collision energy is 
increased beyond Eo, collisions with progressively larger va~ues 
of orbital angular momentum will be brought into resonance. The 
large number of partial waves contributing to reactive scattering 
allows the resonance to be accessed over a wide energy range, and 
resonances appear as broad, smooth features 1n the co11ision energy 
dependence of the reaction cross section. 

On the other hand, a comparison of classical (15) and 
three-dimensional quanta1 (17) calculations of the reaction 
probability as a function of ;e8ctant orbital angular momentum, that 
is, the opacity function, shows that a resonance enhances the 
contribution of high L collisions to the production of HF(v=2) over 
a range of collision energies above an L=O resonance, while for the 
production of HF(v=3), classical and quanta1 calculations give 
similar results. If the M5 surface were correct then at collision 
energies somewhat above the lowest energy resonance the HF(v=2) 
product angular distribution should exhibit more sideways and 
forward scattering than the other HF vibrational states which are 
formed primarily by low orbital angular momentum collisions. The 
only experiment that appears likely to reveal dynamic resonances in 
this reaction is the measurement of vibrationally state resolved 
differential cross sections of the HF product at appropriate 
translational energies. 

Our previous experimental studies on this reaction (19-20) have 
shown that vibrationally state resolved differential cros s-section 
of HF products can indeed be obtained in a crossed molecular beams 
experiment by measuring both the laboratory angular and velocity 
distributions. The high HF background near the F beam and the lack 
of sufficient velocity resolution due to the 20% spread in the F 
beam velocity prevented us from obtaining the complete picture, 
although hints of quantum effects were observed. The experimental 
results reported here were obtained with an entirely new 
experimental arrangement designed to overcome all of the 
difficulties encountered in our previous experiment. 

Experimental 

The major features of the crossed molecular beams apparatus used in 
these studies have been described elsewhere (21-22). However, 
several important modifications were made specifically for these 
studies. The major objectives were to reduce the velocity spread of 
the reactant beams in order to resolve the product vibrational 
states as distinct peaks in time-of-f1ight measurements and to 
reduce the background of mass 20 in the detector, especially near 
the F atom beam. A schematic top cross sectional view of the 
experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 2. 

An effusive beam of F atoms was produced by thermally 
dissociating F2 at 2.0 torr and 920 0 K in a resistively heated 
nickel oven. The F beam was velocity selected with a FWHM velocity 
spread of 11%. The H2 beam was produced by a supersonic expansion 
of 80 psig through a 70 micron orifice at variable temperatures with 
a FWHM spread of 3%. Rotational state distributions of H2 in the 
beam were studied previously using molecular beam photoelectron 
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spectroscopy which showed that about 80% of the P-H2 will be in 
J=O under these conditions (23). The FWHM reactant kinetic energy 
spread in the center-of-mass was only 0.1 kcal/mol. The HF product 
was detected with a rotatatable, ultrahigh-vacuum mass 
spectrometer. Angular scans were taken by modulating the H2 beam 
at 150 Hz with a tuning fork chopper and recording the modulated HF 
signal as a function of angle. Product velocity distributions were 
obtained at 19 angles between 8° and 54° from the F beam by the 
cross-correlation time-of-flight technique (24). The flight length 
was nominally 30 cm. --

Results and Analysis 

The angular distribution for the HF product from F + P-H2 at 1.84 
kcal/mol is shown in Figure 3. The LAB angle e is measured from the 
F beam. The Newton diagram below the figure aids in relating 
features in the laboratory angular distribution to the 
center-of-mass(CM) distributions. (YF, YH2) and (~F' ~H2) 
are the LAB and CM velocities, respectively, of the reactants. 
0CM is the angle of the velocity vector for the center-of-mass of 
the colliding pair in the LAB frame. The tip of this vector defines 
the origin of the center-of-mass coordinate system. In the CM 
coordinate system, 8=0° is defined as the direction of the incident 
F beam, uFo The radii of the "Newton c irc les" represent the 
maximum center-of-mass speeds for HF product formed in the indicated 
vibrational state. The broad peaks in the angular distribution 
around 28 ° and 45 ° are from back-scattered v=3 and v=2 product, 
respectively. The sharp peak at 8° is from forward-scattered v=3. 
This prominent feature was obscured by a high m/e=20 background near 
the F beam in the earlier studies. No product signal was detected 
on the other side of the F beam. 

Whereas LAB product angular distributions alone yield only a 
qualitative picture of the reaction, time-of-flight measurements of 
the product velocity distributions allow one to quantitatively 
determine the contribution from each vibrational state to the total 
signal at a LAB angle. High angular and velocity resolution 
combined with the small amount of product rotational excitation 
relative to the HF vibrational spacing results in discrete peaks in 
the TOF spectra from the various product vibrational states. Sample 
TOF spectra with their vibrational state assignments are shown in 
Figure 4. The spectrum at 0=18° shows three distinct peaks. The 
fastest peak is from v=2 product, and the two slower peaks are from 
v=3. The two v=3 peaks merge at 0=30° and at other LAB angles 
which are nearly tangent to the v=3 Newton circle. The spectrum at 
0=8° confirms that the forward peak in the angular scan is from v=3 
product. 

The translational energy and angular distributions in the CM 
. coordinate system were determined for each product vibrational state 
by forward convolution. A trial CM distribution for each state was 
input to a computer program which averaged over beam velocity 
spreads and detector resolution. The program generated a LAB 
angular distribution and TOF spec tra, and the trial dis tributions 
were adjusted until the computer-generated results matched the 
data. The lines in Figures 3 and 4 are the LAB distributions 
generated by the best-fit CM parameters. 
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The slow peak at 0=30° has a fast shoulder. A similar feature 
appears in other TOF spectra that sample v=3 product near 6=180°, 
and this could be fit only by assuming it was due to HF(v=3) from 
reactants with approximately 1 kcal/mol internal excitation. This 
product, designated as v=3', could originate from spin-orbit excited 
F( 2Pl/2) which lies 1.16 kcal/mol above the 2P3/2 ground 
state and constitutes 21% of the F beam at 920 0 K, but the reaction 
between F(2Pl/2) and H2 can only occur by an electronically 
non-adiabatic process and is expected to be inefficient (25-26). It 
is more likely that the v=3' product is from the reaction of 
F(2 P3/2) with H2(J=2) which is 1.03 kcal/mol above H2(J=0) 
and makes up about 20% of the para-H2 beam (23). 

The CM distributions for the HF products are summarized 
graphically ~n Figure 5, a contour map of the velocity flux 
distribution as a function of the CM scattering angle 6. The v=l 
contours are not reliable due to the low intensity of that state. 
The v=2 state is backward-peaked and drops off slowly for 6<180°. 
The v=3 state has a broad maximum around 6=80° and, in contrast to 
the v=2 state, has a sharp, intense peak at 6=0°. The v=3' state 
scatters entirely into the backward hemisphere. 

Similar results obtained for F + D2 at 1.82 kcal/mol, as well 
as F + HD product angular distributions and the contour map for DF 
products at 1. 98 kcal/mol are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. The 
effect of rotational excitation was also examined for F + H2 by 
comparing the angular distributions from para and normal hydrogen at 
1.84 kcal/mol. Angular distributions for F + H2(J=0) and F + 
H2(J=1) are shown in Figure 9. 

Discussion 

When contrasted with the strong back-scattering of HF(v=2) in the 
reaction of F + p-H2 at 1.84 kcal/mol (Figure 5), the sharp 
forward peak and pronounced sideways scattering of the v=3 product 
~s the most compelling evidence to date for quantum mechanical 
dynamic resonance effects in reactive scattering. The shape of the 
distribution is consistent with what one expects when collisions at 
relatively high impact parameters contribute to the formation of a 
quasi-bound state followed by selective decay to v=3 products. The 
intense forward peak results from the strong correlation between the 
direction of Land L', the final orbital angular momentum vector, 
for the collIsions -that form the quasi-bound state. In truly 
long-lived complexes that survive for several rotational periods, 
this correlation results in a symmetric angular distribution peaking 
at 0° and 180° in the center-of-mass frame (27). The much weaker 
intensity at 180° in this experiment shows that the quasi-bound 
state only 1 ives a fraction of a rotational period which is about 
5 x 10-13 s for bound F-H-H rotating with 10 1i of angular momentum. 

Our studies on the effect of isotopic substitution on this 
reaction further support our identification of the v=3 forward peak 
as a resonance effect. Dynamical resonances are predicted to be 
highly isotope-dependent; they should be much weaker in F + D2 and 
in F + DH forming DF than in F + H2 (28) and much stronger in 
F + HD forming HF. The contour map for F + D2 at 1. 82 kcal/mol 
displayed in Figure 6 shows no forward peak, although the v=4 
product ~s slightly sideways-peaked. The predominant forward 
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scattering of HF products and back-scattering of DF products in the 
reaction of F + HD at 1.98 kcal/mol shown in Figure 7 also agrees 
with the resonance hierarchy predicted in quantal reactive 
scattering calculations. Classical trajectory calculations do not 
show such isotope-specific behavior in the angular distributions for 
these reactions. 

Our results indicate that the quasi-bound state of FH2 decays 
to v=3 product, ~n disagreement with calculations on M5 which 
predict decay exclusively to v=2 at energies near threshold. This 
discrepancy, as well as other recent developments (15,29-30), 
suggest that the M5 surface is an inadequate representation of the 
F + H2 potential energy surface. The exact nature of the 
modifications to be made are beyond the scope of this article and 
will be discussed in a future publication. However, it should be 
noted that quantal collinear calculations on other model surfaces do 
show the corresponding resonance decaying to v=3 (10). Al though 
these surfaces are inferior to M5 in terms of exothermicity and 
entrance channel barrier height, the calculations illustrate that 
small changes in the interaction region markedly affect the role of 
resonances in this reaction. 

LAB angular distributions for F + H2(J=0) and F + H2(J=1) 
at 1.84 kcal/mol in Figure 9 show that there is considerably less 
forward peaking of the HF(v=3) product from H2(J=1) than from 
H2(J=0). It appears that resonance effects are less pronounced 
when starting from H2(J=1). This may suggest how reactant 
rotation ~s coupled to the degrees of freedom of the reaction 
intermediate. If the H2 rotational energy goes into overall 
rotation of the quasi-bound state, a large change in the strength of 
resonance effects would not be expected. However, if H2 ~otation 
were coupled to bending motion of the reaction intermediate, one 
might expect resonance effects to become less pronounced if only 
because the additional internal energy would shorten the lifetime of 
the resulting quasi-bound state. In addition Ron et al (31) . have 
shown that on the M5 surface, the lowest energy quasi-bound state 
does not exist for F-H-H angles greater than 20°. These two 
considerations suggest that there is at least some coupling between 
reactant rotation and bending motion in the strong coupling region. 

Since 20% of F atoms in the beam are in the excited 2Pl/2 
state which is about 1 kcal/mol higher in energy than the ground 
2P3/2 state, questions naturally arise about the react~v~ty of 
F(2Pl/2). The reaction of F(~Pl/2) with H2 does not 
correlate to ground state products (25-26), but semi-classical 
calculations have predicted a small contribution to reaction via a 
non-adiabatic transition ~n the entrance channel (32-33). 
Close-coupling calculations of inelastic F(2 pl/2) + H2 
scattering have shown that the near resonant process 

~s about an order of magnitude more efficient than any other 
electronic quenching process (34,35). This might lead one to 
propose that the v=3' state results from quenching followed by 
reaction on the ground state surface with the newly formed 
H2(J=2), then the reactivity of F(2pl/2) should be higher with 
P-H2 than with n-H2 because of the larger J=O population ~n 

j 
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P-H2' However, it ~s unlikely that this process can lead to more 
product than the reaction between F(2P3/2) and H2(J=2) already 
in the beam. Thus the previous assignment of the v=3' state to 
rotationally excited H2 is more convincing, though slight ly less 
exotic. As a result our data can be fit without assuming any 
contribution to the reaction from F(2Pl/2)' If the reactivity 
of H2(J=2) with F(2P3/2) is similar to that of H2(J=0), the 
contribution from F(2Pl/2) must be very small. 

Conclusion 

The vibrationally state-resolved differential cross sections 
obtained in this experiment show a dramatic effect from dynamical 
resonance phenomena and represent an important step in our ability 
to characterize a chemical reaction completely. The comparison of 
these results with state-of-the-art reactive scattering 
calculations, nearly all of which have been performed on the 
Muckerman 5 potential energy surface, indicates that an improved 
potential energy surface is needed in order to achieve better 
agreement with the experimental results. It now appears that the 
critical region of the potential energy surface can be more 
accurately characterized by varying the surface until the results of 
scattering calculations agree with the experimentally observed 
reactive resonance phenomena. 
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Figure 1. Energetics of the F + H2, F + D2, and F + HD reactions. 
All values are in kcal/mol. HZ, D2, and HD are in their 
lowest internal states (v=O J=O). , '" 
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Figure 3. LAB angular distribution for F + P-H2, 1.84 kcal/mol, and 
Newton diagram. Both the data and calculated LAB dis tribu-
tions are shown (. data, total calculated, 
-- --- v = 1, _-' __ v=2, 
v=3, -- - -- v=3'). 
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Figure 4. Time-of-flight spectra at LAB angles 18°, 30°, and 8° with 
vibrational state assignments (data t.., total calculated dist. 
--------, vibrational state same as Figure 3, solid line 
not shown when it obscures a vibrational state). 
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Figure 5. Center-of-mass velocity flux contour map for F + n-H2, 1. 84 

kcal/mol, with three-dimensional perspective. 
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Figure 6. Center-of-mass velocity flux contour map for F + D2, 1. 82 
kcal/mo1. 
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Figure 7. LAB angular distribution for F + HD, 1. 98 kcal/mol 

(0 -- HF product, DF product). The Newton 
circles corresponding to HF and DF product are drawn with the 
same texture as the lines in the angular distributions. The 
HF(v=3) and v=2 circles are shown, as are the v=4, 3, and 2 
c irc les for DF. 
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Figure 8. Center-of-mass velocity 
1.98 kcal/mol. 

flux contour map for F + HD, DF + H, .. / 
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LAB angular distributions for F + H2(J=O) and J=l. The 
innermost and next smallest Newton circles are for HF(v=3) 
product from H2(J=O) and J=l, respectively. 
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